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Introduction  

The space industry workforce is extremely highly skilled, with 75% 

or 3 in 4 employees possessing at least a bachelor’s degree. 13% 

of employees hold a vocational qualification (i.e. Higher National 

Certificate (HNC) or the Higher National Diploma (HND)), with the 

remaining 11% having other qualifications such as, space-specific 

diplomas from the ESA or other space related institutions1. 

Therefore, the average qualification level of space industry 

employees is higher than any sector covered by ONS Census data 

for England and Wales, and this spans all of the value chain in the 

industry2. It is highly important therefore, to understand the 

qualification levels of the West Midlands workforce in regards to 

university subjects related to both the upstream and downstream 

space industry. 

This section will map the assets that the universities within the 

region have in relation to the upstream and downstream industry. 

Looking at research conducted in recent years by Universities 

which are related to either the Upstream or Downstream space 

industry, to understand the strengths expertise that the 

universities could bring to a Space Hub cluster.  

 

                                                           
1 Space Skills Alliance, 2020. Access  
2 Sadlier et.al, 2018. Access  

https://spaceskills.org/skills-demand-for-early-career-space-jobs#what-does-the-data-say
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/774450/LE-SHUKSI_2018-SUMMARY_REPORT-FINAL-Issue4-S2C250119.pdf
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West Midlands Qualification Levels 
Figure 1, exhibits demonstrates the qualification levels of the labour workforce across the West Midlands. The majority 

of the labour force (52%) have NVQ level 3+ and 1 in 3 have an NVQ4+, thus the West Midlands workforce is highly 

educated. Also, the majority of people in the labour market workforce with a NVQ level 4+ are female at 18.8% 

comparative to 15.5% for males. This is important as women in the space industry are under-represented and, this 

would indicate that there are a number of highly educated women in the region that may be well equipped for the 

industry. 

Figure 1: Labour Workforce Qualification levels West Midlands, by gender3.  

 

 

Upstream University Courses 
Within the region there are 12 universities offering undergraduate courses of these 12 universities in the region 10 

offer courses relevant to the upstream space industry, with only the University College Birmingham and University of 

Worcester not providing subjects that relate to the upstream. In total across the region there are 228 courses provided 

at universities related to the upstream space industry, figure 2 shows the distribution of these between the different 

universities4. Figure 3, shows the distribution of these courses by subject. The majority of courses found to be related 

to the space industry were engineering based subjects, with just engineering making up 20% of the total related 

subjects. With Mechanical engineering and Mechatronics also making up 16% of courses and automotive engineering 

at 7%, it is unsurprising that there are such high numbers of engineering courses within the region, as the region has 

a strong and robust advanced manufacturing sector. Physical sciences, this being physics, chemistry and astrophysics 

comprise 31% of the related courses within the region and are mainly course supplied by the University of Birmingham, 

                                                           
3 Nomis, 2020. Access  
4 Please link on the University name to follow to the correct link. University of Birmingham. University of Warwick. Birmingham City University. Aston 
University. Coventry University. Harper Adams University. Keele University. Newman University. Staffordshire University. University of 
Wolverhampton 

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/query/construct/submit.asp?forward=yes&menuopt=201&subcomp=
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/courses/index.aspx?AtoZFilter=Undergraduate&CourseComplete_AtoZ_AtoZLetter=T&CourseComplete_atozlisting_goto=2&CurrentTab=AtoZ
https://warwick.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses-2021/
https://www.bcu.ac.uk/courses/a-to-z-listing
https://www.aston.ac.uk/courses?title=&clearing=All&course_title_autocomplete=0
https://www.aston.ac.uk/courses?title=&clearing=All&course_title_autocomplete=0
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/study-at-coventry/az-course-list/
https://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/courses/course-search.cfm#filters
https://www.keele.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/undergraduatecourses/
https://www.newman.ac.uk/study-level/single-and-joint-honours/
https://www.staffs.ac.uk/courses/subjects/engineering
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/a-z/
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/a-z/
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whoever Keele University was the only university in the region supply astrophysics as a course at undergraduate level; 

however, some of the other universities do offer astrophysics at postgraduate level.  

Figure 2: Number of Upstream graduate courses (for source see footnote 4) 

 

From figure 3, it is clear that these 10 universities do offer a range of various courses that are related to the space 

industry, with 228 courses offered by 10 out of the 12 universities in the region. With the West Midlands specifically 

offering large numbers of courses in engineering related subjects, which has already helped to supply the West 

Midlands strong advanced manufacturing sector with a well-educated workforce, highly successfully. 

Figure 3: Number of courses by subject (for source see footnote 4) 
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According to Space Careers.UK5 the main degrees to enter the upstream space industry are mainly STEM subjects, 

such as; 

 Physical Sciences (Astronomy, physics, chemistry etc). 

 Maths 

 Engineering 

 Technicians. 
  

                                                           
5 Space Careers.uk, 2020: Access 

https://spacecareers.uk/?p=choosing_a_course
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Figure 4: Undergraduate Enrolment in subjects related to the Upstream Space Industry, by universities in the West Midlands, 2018-19. (Source: HESA, 2021) 6 

 

 

Figure 5: Undergraduate Enrolment in subjects related to the Upstream Space Industry, by region, 2018-197 

 

 
 

Within the West Midlands there are currently 12 University Institutes providing undergraduate courses. Figure 4 shows 

the distribution of students enrolling in upstream related Space Industry undergraduate degrees, at these 12 

Universities. Coventry University had the most undergraduate enrolments associated with the upstream Space 

Industry, at 4,835 enrolments, followed by University of Birmingham and the University of Warwick. The majority of 

                                                           
6 HESA, 2020. Access  
7 HESA, 2020 Access 

https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/table-13
https://www.hesa.ac.uk/data-and-analysis/students/table-13
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enrolments for upstream related subjects was in Engineering and technology at 13,090 enrolments out of a total of 

21,600 upstream related enrolments across the Universities, or 61% of total enrolments. Comparative to the 9 other 

regions in England, the West Midlands has the 4th largest number of enrolments into upstream related subject areas, 

as seen in figure 5. However, whilst the West Midlands is 4th in enrolments in total for these subject areas, it does 

significantly better in Engineering and Technology, where it climbs to 3rd (figures 5a). It is not surprising that the West 

Midlands has a large number of Engineering and Technology enrolments, as the West Midlands has a robust Advanced 

Manufacturing Industry, centred around automotive manufacturing and aerospace sectors. This is important as no 

successful upstream project can be completed without high quality engineering know how. 

 
Figure 5.a: Undergraduate Enrolment in Engineering and Technology, by region, 2018-19 (Source: HESA, 2020) 8 

 

 

 

Table 1, shows the specific capabilities of the universities conducting research in the upstream industry. Unsurprisingly, 

there is a number of universities participating in engineering research with 8 out of the 10 universities conducting 

research in engineering. Overall, according to table 1 the universities which have the majority of relevant upstream 

capabilities are the University of Birmingham and the University of Warwick, both of which have conducted research 

in 19 out of the 21 capabilities identified in this report. However, what is clear from the table is the wide breadth of 

upstream research and work that is being untaken by West Midlands Universities.  

Table 1: Specific Capabilities of Universities conducting research in the Upstream industry, 20219: 

                                                           
8 HESA, 2020. Access 
9 Please link on the University name to follow to the correct link. University of Birmingham. University of Warwick. Birmingham City University. Aston 
University. Coventry University. Harper Adams University. Keele University. Staffordshire University. University of Wolverhampton 

https://www.esa.int/Enabling_Support/Space_Engineering_Technology/Engineering_for_space
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/index.aspx
https://warwick.ac.uk/research
https://www.bcu.ac.uk/research/areas/
https://research.aston.ac.uk/en/organisations/
https://research.aston.ac.uk/en/organisations/
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/research/
https://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/research/
https://www.keele.ac.uk/research/
https://www.staffs.ac.uk/business-services/expertise
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/research/institutes-and-centres/
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Upstream University Projects, Research and Partnerships 
The Universities with the West Midlands have strong ties to the advanced manufacturing sector and whilst some of 

the universities may not have participated in upstream space industry projects or research, some of the research they 

do conduct or participate in could be easily utilised or pivoted to be relevant to the upstream space industry. Some 

University researchers may not even be aware that their work can be utilised by the space industry. This section 

exhibits the projects, research and partnerships that some of the universities in the region have engaged with 

historically that hold relevance to the upstream space industry. 

 

Keele University 
The University of Keele offers expertise in research areas which may be beneficial to the development of the upstream 

space industry, such as; 

 THERMO-ACOUSTIC ENGINEERING- Currently at the of Keele there are a number of research projects 

which are being conducted by the Physics and Astrophysics department10. The university is currently 

conducting a large-scale project, H2020-funded ITN POLKA (POLlution Knowhow and Abatement), running 

2019-2023, with a budget of €4.02 million. The aim of the POLKA project is to create new physical insights 

and advanced simulation tools which will underpin the development of hydrogen-fuelled combustion 

systems. With aims of creating sustainable and clean combustion technologies through the development 

of hydrogen combustion11. These sorts of projects are important to the sustainability and the future 

development of the space industry, as climate change becomes an ever more pressing matter.  

The University is also associated with a number of institutes and partners which either have or have the potential to 

contribute to the upstream space industry, such as; 

                                                           
10 Keele University, 2021. Access   
11 Keele University, 2021. Access  

https://www.keele.ac.uk/scps/research/physicsandastrophysicsresearch/researchthemes/
https://www.keele.ac.uk/scps/research/physicsandastrophysicsresearch/researchthemes/#materials-science-and-renewable-energy
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 MICRA- Commercialisation of research Accelerator12 

 Midlands Innovation13 

 AMTECAA14 

 

 

The University of Birmingham 
The University of Birmingham has been carrying out space related research in a number of areas, some less obvious 

than others. This section will seek to pull together relevant research expertise in an effort to understand their 

contribution to space research within the region.  

The University has a number or are members of a number of research groups and centres, such as; 

 AMPLab- The group is based in the Interdisciplinary Research Centre (IRC) for Materials Processing, in the 

School of Metallurgy and Materials. The research programme carried out in AMPLab aims at 

understanding the influence of advanced materials processing techniques (additive manufacturing, 

powder processing, and solid-state joining) on the microstructure-property development in advanced 

materials. Simultaneously, the research activities aim at developing new materials, and assessing their 

processability using a number of advanced manufacturing methods15. 

 

 The AMPLab has been involved in a number of projects associated with the upstream space industry, a 

number of them have been in partnership or collaboration with the European Space Industry, such as; 

o Additive manufacturing of Aluminium-Silicon alloys with high silicon content (AlSix)- The project 

details outline that this is a collaborative project in partnership with the European Space Agency 

(ESA) aimed at developing low thermal expansion alloys suitable for processing by Additive 

Manufacturing. First applications in astrospace for classical lightweight materials such as titanium 

and aluminium show great benefit compared to traditional solutions based on machining and 

assembly in terms of cost, schedule, weight saving, and waste reduction16. 

o Powder Metallurgy Based Materials for High Wear Resistance- This project details outlines that 

this is a collaborative project in partnership with the European Space Agency (ESA) aimed at 

astrospace applications. The outcome should be more efficient equipment for both launch and in-

orbit missions of the next generation of spacecrafts, and reduced time and cost of manufacture. 

Applications could include engines and thrusters, as well as mechanisms for handling mission 

equipment and payloads, ultra-stable structures, mirrors, gears and bearings, telescopes, 

detectors, optical elements, nozzles and valves, and damping structures. The University of 

Birmingham works to develop and test suitable PM-based materials for this application17. 

o PhotAM- The PhotAM project (Feasibility Study on Novel In-Orbit Manufacturing) was carried out 

between August 2013 and March 2017.The project details state that this was a prototype system 

                                                           
12 Keele University, 2021. Access  
13 Keele University, 2021. Access  
14 Keele University, 2021. Access  
15 Keele University, 2021 Access  
16 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
17 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  

https://micragateway.org/
https://www.midlandsinnovation.org.uk/Space
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/partners/sme-support/business-support-programmes/amtecaa.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/about.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/alsix.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/esa-hip.aspx
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for low-power deposition of Al in zero gravity. Final testing of the system was carried as part of 

the ESA 65th parabolic flight campaign in November 2016. The system performed successfully, 

showing that it can be used to deposit material in zero gravity, although it would need refining to 

make it completely reliable18. 

o Exomet- Co-ordinated by the ESA the project detail outline that the ExoMet project focused on 

novel liquid-metal engineering of Al- and Mg-based alloys and metal-matrix nanocomposites (or 

MMNCs). The techniques were then prototyped for industrial use in automotive powertrain and 

chassis applications, aircraft and aero-engine structures, space satellites and rockets, and high-

strength high-conductivity aluminium electrical cabling19. 

o Accelerated Metallurgy (ACCMET)- This is a project that was co-ordinated by the ESA and the 

project details state that the aim was fast development of new ternary and higher-level alloy 

compositions. It implemented a new synthesis method called Suspended Droplet Alloying20. 

o Casting of Large Ti Structures (COLTS)- The project details outline that the COLTS was a project 

initiated by a Chinese and European consortium which aimed to improve on centrifugal and 

gravity casting of large thin-walled components made of Ti alloy Ti6Al4V21. 

 

 Other projects conducted by AMPLab that are not associated with ESA but are associated with the 

upstream space industry are; 

o HIP- The purpose of this project as laid out by the project details, is to develop fixed tooling 

powder HIP process for net shape Ti and Ni superalloys aero-engine components manufacture22. 

o AMAZE- the project outline states that the aim of the project was to turn additive manufacturing 

into a mainstream industrial process and develop improved AM materials. It was the most 

comprehensive AM project undertaken so far. Its main goal was to quickly produce large metallic 

components up to 2 metres in size using additive manufacturing, with close to zero waste. The 

production was aimed at high-performance parts for aeronautics, space, automotive, tooling and 

nuclear fusion sectors with end users such as Thales Alenia, Bombardier Aerospace Belfast, the 

Culham Centre for Fusion Energy and the European Space Agency23. 

 

 The UK Quantum technology Hub- The Hub (led by the University of Birmingham) is one of four Hubs 

within the UK National Quantum Technologies Programme. Bringing together experts from Physics and 

Engineering from the Universities of Birmingham, Glasgow, Imperial, Nottingham, Southampton, 

Strathclyde and Sussex, NPL, the British Geological Survey and over 70 industry partners. The Hub has over 

100 projects, valued at approximately £100 million, and has 17 patent applications. The UK National 

Quantum Technologies Programme is delivered by UK Research and Innovation, the Department for 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy (BEIS), National Physical Laboratory (NPL), Government 

Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) and the Defence Science and Technology Laboratory (Dstl)24. 

                                                           
18 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access 
19 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
20 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
21 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
22 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
23 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
24 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/photam.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/past-projects/exomet.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/past-projects/accmet.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/past-projects/colts.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/hip.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/metallurgy-materials/amplab/projects/past-projects/amaze.aspx
https://www.quantumsensors.org/who-we-are
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o Cold Atom Space Payload (CASPA)- The aim of this project was to advance the use of quantum 

sensing technology in space. Clyde Space, a Glasgow-based satellite maker, will send a tiny 6U 

CubeSat satellite into space carrying quantum-based technology developed by sensor specialist 

Teledyne e2v and the University of Birmingham’s teams at the UK National Quantum Technology 

Hub in Sensors and Metrology. The University of Birmingham’s role is the scientific lead, defining 

the system concept and requirements, and performing integration and optimisation of the 

payload25. 

o Sensors on Satellites workshop- The workshops explore how quantum technologies can be used 

in satellites to measure gravity. The purpose of our end-user workshops is to link engineering and 

physics academics and scientific advisors with key industry experts and manufacturers, who are 

able to advise on the requirements and feasibility of the technologies under development within 

the Quantum Technology Hub26. 

 High Temperature Research Group (HTRC)27- The HRTC is a joint collaboration between the University of 

Birmingham and Rolls-Royce. The 5,800 sqm Centre is funded through a £40M investment by Rolls-Royce 

plc, matched by a £20M government grant through the Higher Education Funding Council for England’s 

(HEFCE) UK Research Partnership Investment Fund (UKRPIF). The Centre, enables production scale 

research and experimentation to deliver rapid high-quality product and process innovation and is a unique 

casting, design, simulation and advanced manufacturing research facility. It focusses initially on the key 

design and manufacturing aspects of investment casting. The Centre is a self-contained investment casting 

foundry with the following processes: Core, Wax, Shell, Cast, Chemical Leach & Etch, Finish (abrasive blast, 

emery dress), Measurement & Inspection and Laboratories28. 

o Their most recent piece of work that the HTRC conducted related to the space industry was in 

hypersonic flight. In 2016, the HTRC secured funding for an Engineering and Physical Sciences 

Research Council (EPSRC) Programme Grant for transpiration cooling systems for jet engine 

turbines and hypersonic flight. Bringing together a consortium of collaborators from the University 

of Oxford, Imperial College, London, and Southampton University, the HTRC will research 

manufacturing technologies for next generation turbine cooling systems. The research has already 

generated one patent application, with a further process improvement patent due29. 

 Emerging Device Technology- This is a group of researchers whose interests are based around the 

theme of microwave materials, devices and systems30. They have worked on a number of projects, 

relevant to the space industry, such as; 

o Multiband Filters- Multiband filters have been studied extensively to meet the increasing 

demands in areas such as satellite systems and modern communication systems where non-

contiguous channels are transmitted to the same geographic area through one beam31. 

o All resonator based multiplexers- A multiplexer is a multiple port frequency distribution circuit, 

usually employed in a communication system to split input signals from a common port into 

several channels operating at different frequencies. It can also be used to combine several 

                                                           
25 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
26 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
27 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
28 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
29 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
30 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
31 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  

https://www.quantumsensors.org/news/2017/08/02/uk-quantum-technology-hubs-cold-atom-space-payload-caspa-mission-featured-on-bbc-news
https://www.quantumsensors.org/news/2019/04/30/sensors-on-satellites
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/htrc/research.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/htrc/about.aspx
https://re.ukri.org/funding/our-funds-overview/uk-research-partnership-initiative-fund/case-studies/high-temperature-research-centre-htrc-university-of-birmingham/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/eese/communications-sensing/edt/research-projects/research-projects.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/eese/communications-sensing/edt/research-projects/multiband-filters.aspx
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channels into a single composite signal for transmission through a common antenna. 

Multiplexers have many applications for instance satellite payloads and wireless communication 

systems32. 

The University of Birmingham has had a strong history in the upstream space industry, having participated in 

a number of European Space Agency Projects33, such as; 

 Winners of the ESA/EIT Space For Rail Competition- Working alongside Avanti Communications 

Ltd the University of Birmingham won a competition initiated and co-founded by the ESA and the 

UK rail industry’s Enabling Innovation Team (EIT) with support of the Satellite Applications 

Catapult and the UK Technology Strategy Board. The purpose of this project was the development 

of a service concept that provides cost effective, 24/7 identification of physical line blockages 

caused by poor weather conditions.34 

 Lisa Pathfinder- The University of Birmingham was involved in the production of the Phasemeter 

in the first generation of gravitational wave detectors35. The Phasemeter is an electric unit which 

measures the separation between two test masses linked by laser beams. The University also 

provided key components of the flight optical bench for this project.36 

 Impress- This project was aimed at understanding the critical links between materials processing, 

structure and final properties of novel, higher-performance intermetallic alloys.37 

 Space-Time Explorer and QUantum Equivalence Principle Space Test (STE-QUEST) consortium- 

The University of Birmingham is the lead on this project where they developed a mission concept 

to test aspects of Einstein’s Equivalence Principle using an atom interferometer and an atomic 

clock.38  

 

The University of Birmingham also delivers a number of other projects which aim to collaborate with local 

SME’s to help them access world science and hi-tech expertise, to overcome product, process or R&D based 

technical challenges, such as;  

 AMCASH39- The AMCASH project, which is a part-funded ERDF programme, is co-ordinated 

through the School of Metallurgy & Materials at the University of Birmingham. The project offers 

regional SME organisations technical assistance of typically a 2-day duration, within materials 

science related projects. The AMCASH project specifically covers the following technical areas: 

Microscopy and Materials Characterisation; Polymer Science; Computational Modelling. 

                                                           
32 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
33 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
34 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
35 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
36 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
37 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
38 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
39 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/eese/communications-sensing/edt/research-projects/all-resonator-based-multiplexers.aspx
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/784294/Science___Innovation_Audit_-_Upstream_Space_Final.pdf
https://business.esa.int/news/winners-esaeit-space-for-rail-competition
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/news/latest/2016/01/lisa-pathfinder-operational-orbit.aspx
https://sci.esa.int/web/lisa-pathfinder/-/51961-latest-lisa-pathfinder-hardware-delivery-is-jewel-in-the-crown
https://cordis.europa.eu/project/id/500635
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/research/activity/gravity/space-applications.aspx
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/partners/sme-support/Business-Support-Programmes/amcash.aspx
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 Science2Industry (S2I)40 - The Science and Technology Facilities Council (STFC) is a research and 

innovation organisation at the forefront of UK Science and Technology. Through the Bridging for 

Innovators (B4I) programme, STFC is funding the University of Birmingham to deliver Science to 

Industry (S2I) in partnership with the Manufacturing Technology Centre. Funded by Bridging for 

Innovators, S2I is a new and innovative programme on a mission to help small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) access world-class science and hi-tech expertise to overcome product, process 

or R&D based technical challenges. 

 Centre for Innovation in Advanced Measurement in Manufacturing (CIAMM) project- The 

project, launched in autumn 2018, is part-funded by the European Regional Development Fund 

(ERDF) with support from the Greater Birmingham and Solihull Local Enterprise Partnership 

(GBSLEP). CIAMM aims to give local small to medium enterprises (SMEs) the unique opportunity 

to exploit the potential of quantum technologies and world-class expertise offered by the 

University of Birmingham to create new products and services on a platform fit for the future, 

enabling the growth of local businesses, and also driving innovation into the local economy41. 

 

There are also a number of institutions or partnerships that the university is a member of, which have worked 

on projects within the upstream space industry or have the potential to contribute, such as; 

 Turing Mathematics Gateway42 

 UK Quantum Technology Hub Sensors and Timing43 

 Manufacturing Technology Centre44 

 BAE systems45 

 MICRA- Commercialisation of research Accelerator46 

 Midlands Innovation47 

 The Institute of Technology48 

 Catapult transport systems49 

 The Institute for Engineering and Technology50 

 Space Academic Network (SPAN)51 

 

University of Warwick 

The University of Warwick also has a strong history of engaging in upstream space research projects, such as; 

                                                           
40 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
41 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
42 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
43 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
44 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
45 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
46 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
47 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
48 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
49 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
50 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
51 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  

https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/partners/sme-support/Business-Support-Programmes/Science-To-Industry/science-to-industry.aspx
https://www.quantumsensors.org/news/2019/04/03/boosting-local-innovation-with-quantum-technologies
https://gateway.newton.ac.uk/optimisation-space-engineering
https://www.quantumsensors.org/who-we-are
http://www.the-mtc.org/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/partners/news/items/University-of-Birmingham-recognised-by-BAE-Systems-as-a-key-partner-in-academic-innovation.aspx
https://micragateway.org/
https://www.midlandsinnovation.org.uk/Space
https://www.bcu.ac.uk/business/partnerships-and-collaboration/institute-of-technology
https://ts.catapult.org.uk/news-events-gallery/news/university-of-birmingham-signs-strategic-partnership-agreement-with-tsc/#:~:text=The%20University%20of%20Birmingham%20has,transport%20solutions%20in%20the%20UK.
https://www.theiet.org/involved/partnerships/academic-partners/
https://span.ac.uk/members/
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 ESA ESMO Satellite- The ESA conducted a project which involved the construction of a Moon Orbiter, with 

the University of Warwick team responsible for designing and building the electrical power supply system 

for the ESA ESMO satellite.52 

 WUSAT-3 CubeSat Project- WUSAT is the University of Warwick Satellite Engineering project, where 4th 

year MEng students work together each year on the next stage of the multi-year project. With the WUSAT 

being sent to the International Space Station where it is later dropped into a lower-orbit as a standalone 

satellite.53 

 PLATO- Is a mission funded by the UK Space Agency and the ESA which the University of Warwick will led 

on. It is a project designed to search for small, rocky exoplanets in the  in the habitable zone of stars like 

the Sun.54 

The University of Warwick also has a strong relations with a number of partnerships and collaborations which may 

contribute or have potential to contribute to the upstream space industry, such as; 

 Warwick Manufacturing Group,55  

 The Alan Turing Institute,56 

 National Automotive Innovation centre,57 

 The University of Warwick Science Park,58 

 Catapult: High Value Manufacturing,59 

 MICRA- Commercialisation of research Accelerator,60 

 The Institute for Engineering and Technology.61 

 Space Academic Network (SPAN)62 

 

The University of Warwick also has numerous industry partnerships in advanced manufacturing through the Warwick 

Manufacturing Group and has been noted by the UK Space Agency as providing high quality engineering skills and 

space sector facilities, as well as Warwick Manufacturing Group being one of only 7 centres of the High Value 

Manufacturing Catapult.63 

The University of Warwick also delivers a number of projects which may be relevant and beneficial to SME’s in the 

upstream space industry, such as; 

 University of Warwick Science Park64- Since 1982, the University of Warwick Science Park (UWSP) has 

provided an attractive, well equipped environment for knowledge and technology based businesses to 

                                                           
52 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
53 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
54 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
55 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
56 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
57 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
58 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
59 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
60 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
61 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
62 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  
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64 University of Warwick, 2021. Access  

https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/eng/staff/wec/sseti/
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/eng/meng/wusat/projects/wusat-3/
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/physics/research/astro/plato-science/
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/wmg/about/
https://warwick.ac.uk/research/turing/
https://warwick.ac.uk/fac/sci/wmg/naic
https://warwick.ac.uk/about/visiting/maps/sciencepark
https://hvm.catapult.org.uk/
https://warwick.ac.uk/services/innovations/news/warwick_joins_university/
https://www.theiet.org/involved/partnerships/academic-partners/
https://span.ac.uk/members/
https://www.ukspacefacilities.stfc.ac.uk/Pages/Warwick-Manufacturing-Group.aspx
https://www.warwicksciencepark.co.uk/
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grow. UWSP provides office and workshop space across four sites in Coventry, Warwickshire and Solihull. 

Its properties include a wide variety of unit sizes that are suitable for all stages of business. 

 

Birmingham City University 
Whilst Birmingham City University (BCU) may be comparatively small to other universities such as the University of 

Birmingham or Warwick, BCU still holds expertise in engineering and materials, conducting projects which may further 

the development of upstream space technology, such as; 

 Evolution of nanocrystallised, highly-reactive multi-layered metal structures- This a piece of research 

that BCU Advanced Materials and Manufacturing department is conducting alongside the National Science 

Centre in Poland, to understand the complex relationships of the formation of oxide scale clusters and 

micro-structural features. 65 

Furthermore, the university has been involved in a number of partnerships and collaborations which exhibit 

the university expertise in engineering, manufacturing and materials which may be relevant to the space 

industry, such as; 

 The Institute of Technology,66 

 WISE,67 

 National Science Centre (Poland),68 

 The Institute of Engineering and Technology,69 

 Midlands Aerospace Alliance,70 

 

 

Aston University  
Aston University has strong links with the engineering, technology and aerospace industries. For instance, the Aston 

Institute of Photonic Technologies attached to the university has worked with multiple organisation in these sectors 

such as, Airbus, Thales and BAE Systems. Conducting research into subjects areas such as, Device Technologies 

specialising in fibre gratings, optoelectronics, nonlinear photonics, and fibre lasers, and Material processing, including 

UV and femtosecond lasers, THz technology and nano-photonics.71 They are also members of a number of partnerships 

and institutes which, may or are contributing to the upstream space industry. 

 The Institute of Technology,72 

 The Institute of Engineering and Technology,73 

 Midlands Aerospace Alliance,74 

                                                           
65 Birmingham City University, 2021. Access  
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https://www.bcu.ac.uk/engineering/research/advanced-materials-and-manufacturing/research-projects/reactive-multi-layered-metal-structures
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https://www.aston.ac.uk/research/eps/aipt
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 MICRA- Commercialisation of research Accelerator75 

 

Aston University is also the delivery organisation for the Enabling Technologies & Innovation Competencies Challenge 

project76. The Enabling Technologies programme can provide specialist early stage / new product development 

services to help small businesses overcome technical and resource barriers. This includes access to the specialists, 

capabilities and state of the art analysis facilities available in the Aston University Institute of Photonic Technologies 

and Aston Institute of Materials Research. The project can also assist businesses with finding grant funding and 

preparing grant applications, refer to specialists in relevant external organisations, such as Intellectual Property Office, 

Department for International Trade and other, identify opportunities for collaboration across Aston University and 

across wider region. 

Aston University also houses the Midlands Engine Energy Hub77. Based at the University of Aston, The Energy and 

Bioproducts Research Institute at Aston University conducts world-class research into all aspects of bioenergy 

including energy-from-waste and the development of new bioproducts and services, all of which contribute to 

improving the UK's carbon footprint and improving security of energy supplies. Innovative research and development 

of bioenergy technologies has taken place at Aston University for over 40 years. EBRI acts as a focus for international 

activities on scientific and technological aspects of biomass conversion and utilisation of products for renewable 

power, heat, transport fuels, hydrogen and chemicals. The institute works to extract the maximum value from all types 

of biomass, including waste resources. 

Smarterials is another programme delivered by Aston University and is “Promoting Functional Materials in SMEs”78. 

The aim is to help small to medium sized companies develop and grow their business through a partnership built on 

research, testing and expertise in material science. Structural materials are used for building things such as roads, 

buildings, vehicles etc. Historically, the emphasis has been on finding better structural materials. More recently, there 

is also a growing interest in functional materials i.e. materials that can do something in their own right such as 

biomedical implants, solar cells or contact lenses. 

 

Coventry University 
Coventry University also shares expertise in engineering, technology and aerospace, whilst there doesn’t appear to be 

research conducted directly aimed at the upstream space industry, they do engage in research that may be relevant 

to the industry such as,  

 Kinetic turbulence in magnetised plasmas- This project tackles plasma turbulence at the smallest of scales 

from a kinetic perspective, with aims of addressing fundamental questions in astrophysics.79 

 Virtual Exhaust Prototyping System (VExPro)- The purpose of this project is to optimise the throughput 

of multi-disciplinary and multi-physics optimisation problems. With focus on optimising a lightweight 

                                                           
75 Aston University, 2021. Access  
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77 Aston University, 2021. Access  
78 Aston University, 2021. Access  
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https://micragateway.org/
https://www.gbslepgrowthhub.co.uk/programmes/enabling-technologies-innovation-competences-challenge
https://www.aston.ac.uk/research/eps/ebri
https://www.smarterials.co.uk/
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exhaust system encompassing areas of thermo-mechanical, mechanical, acoustics, vibration, 

manufacturing and light-weight analysis.80  

As well as collaborating with Unipart Manufacturing to house the Institute for Advanced Manufacturing and 

Engineering81 Coventry University is also members of; 

 The Institute of Engineering and Technology,82 

 Midlands Aerospace Alliance,83 

 

 

University of Wolverhampton  

The University of Wolverhampton has the Centre for Engineering Innovation and Research, which is involved in a 

number of research projects which are either related to the upstream industry, or which could be pivoted to contribute 

towards the upstream industry, such as84; 

 

 Advanced materials and composites- focusing on; 

o Optimisation of materials for Aerospace applications 

o Design and Development of Light weight material for automotive applications 

o Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) for Race cars and aviation 

 

 Advanced manufacturing Engineering research group- focusing on; 

o Additive Layer Manufacturing of metals and polymers 

o Metal Cutting using EDM, and high-speed machining 

o Materials Processing for laser sintering and advanced manufacturing 

 

 Structural Mechanics and vibro-acoustics- focusing on; 

o Structural mechanics and Vibro-acoustic simulation. 

o Stress analysis of lattice structures using the finite element method. 

o Strength of materials and characterisation using experimental testing. 

 

Overall, whilst not all universities in the region have directly participated in research in the upstream space industry, 

they may have the potential to, as majority of the university do teach subjects relating to the upstream space industry. 

The majority of these universities also have strong links to the aerospace and advanced manufacturing industry, and 

a vast knowledge of expertise in these industries. This knowledge and skills is highly likely to be transferable to the 

upstream space industry, whether it be conducting research into new space materials or designing and making small 

components for satellites or rockets. As the space industry grows it may be that these university become aware of the 

skills that they offer, however at the moment there it appears that some universities in the region are unaware of the 

expertise that they hold that could be applied to the industry. However, the larger universities Birmingham and 
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https://www.coventry.ac.uk/research/research-directories/current-projects/2014/virtual-exhaust-prototyping-system-vexpro/
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Warwick, do have an extensive history of working on upstream space research in the past and have made strong 

connections with institutes such as the ESA. Overall, there is a strong skills knowledge in this area in engineering, 

technology and advanced manufacturing which, could be easily utilised in the future to help with innovations within 

the upstream space industry.  
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Downstream  
Executive Summary 
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Downstream University Courses  
As the downstream is the utilisation of objects sent into space for commercial products and services on Earth85, there 

are a large number of graduate jobs that could feed into the downstream. Downstream activities usually involve 

activities such as; 

 Earth Observation (Weather, Geology, Climate Change, Maritime etc), 

 Navigation, 

 Telecommunications, 

 Human Space flight Technologies, 

 Space Weather, 

 Data collection and storage86,87.  

Figure 6, shows the distribution of downstream related undergraduate courses across the universities. In total the 

universities in the West Midlands supply 491 downstream undergraduate related courses, with all 12 universities in 

the region supplying downstream related courses. Which is not unsurprising as the downstream includes all supportive 

ancillary services such as, business administration, international relations and law. Figure 7, shows the distribution of 

undergraduate downstream related courses available from universities in the region by subject.  

Figure 6: Number of Downstream University Undergraduate Courses by University, 202088.  

                                                           
85 Department for Business, Energy & Industrial Strategy, 2018. Access 
86 ESA, 2019: Downstream Gateway. Access 
87 OI Space Incubator, 2020: Downstream Space. Access  
88 Please link on the University name to follow to the correct link. University of Birmingham. University of Warwick. Birmingham City University. 

Aston University. Coventry University. Harper Adams University. Keele University. Newman University. Staffordshire University. University of 
Wolverhampton 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/784294/Science___Innovation_Audit_-_Upstream_Space_Final.pdf
https://www.esa.int/About_Us/Corporate_news/Downstream_Gateway_bringing_space_down_to_Earth#:~:text='Downstream'%20means%20all%20those%20activities,the%20European%20economy%20or%20society
https://www.oispace.co.uk/downstream-space-sector/
https://www.birmingham.ac.uk/students/courses/index.aspx?AtoZFilter=Undergraduate&CourseComplete_AtoZ_AtoZLetter=T&CourseComplete_atozlisting_goto=2&CurrentTab=AtoZ
https://warwick.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/courses-2021/
https://www.bcu.ac.uk/courses/a-to-z-listing
https://www.aston.ac.uk/courses?title=&clearing=All&course_title_autocomplete=0
https://www.coventry.ac.uk/study-at-coventry/az-course-list/
https://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/courses/course-search.cfm#filters
https://www.keele.ac.uk/study/undergraduate/undergraduatecourses/
https://www.newman.ac.uk/study-level/single-and-joint-honours/
https://www.staffs.ac.uk/courses/subjects/engineering
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/a-z/
https://www.wlv.ac.uk/a-z/
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Figure 7: Number of downstream undergraduate courses by subject (see footnote 88 for source).  
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From figure 7, it is clear that the majority of courses available are in the ancillary subjects which are considered as part 

of the downstream. Business administration and management courses are the most common downstream related 

subject amongst the universities making up 21.6% of the overall number of downstream courses available. However, 

computer science/ computing/ cybersecurity, is the second most populous course amongst the universities in the 

region making up 14.3% of courses available in the region. This is extremely important as there is currently, a large 

skills gap in this subject across the UK with a number of employers increasing their demand for employees with greater 

more advanced digital skills.  

Figure 8, shows undergraduate enrolment in subjects related to the main activities within the Downstream Space 

Industry. Again, much like in the case of upstream subject enrolment, Coventry University is also seeing the most 

enrolments in downstream related subject’s comparative to the other universities in the region, with 26% of 

enrolments taking place at Coventry University across all the universities, across the region. With the majority of 

enrolments in downstream related subjects across the region, being in Business and administrative studies (39%), 

Engineering and technology (20%) and Computer Science (13%). Comparative to universities in other regions within 

England the West Midlands saw the 4th most enrolments in undergraduate courses related to the downstream, at 

80,110 (Figure, 9).  

Figure 8: Undergraduate Enrolment in subjects related to the Downstream Space Industry, by Universities in the West Midlands, 2018-19 (Source: HESA) 89. 

 

Figure 9: Undergraduate Enrolment in subjects related to the Downstream Space Industry, by region, 2018-19 (Source: HESA)90. 
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It is important to highlight the importance of computer science as the 2019 Employer Skills Survey reported that 30% 

skill-shortage vacancy were due to a lack of digital skills. With software engineering and computing are the skills that 

are in highest demand across all segments and sizes of employers, particularly those in downstream companies, as 

60% of jobs in the downstream utilise software engineering and computing. This is significant as the downstream space 

sector- space applications and data companies- employs the majority of space sector workers (79%) and has grown at 

an average rate of 5% per annum in the last 5 years, and the demand for these skills is only set to increase over time91. 

Comparative to the other regions in the UK as seen in figure 9.a, the West Midlands has the 3rd largest number of 

enrolments, 2nd largest outside of London.  

Figure 9.a: Computer Science Enrolment in subjects related to the Downstream Space Industry, by region, 2018-19 (Source: HESA)92. 

 

                                                           
91 Space Skills Alliance, 2020: Skills demand for early career space jobs. Access  
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Table 2, shows the specific capabilities of the universities conducting research in the downstream industry. It found 

that 11 of the universities have specific capabilities relating to the downstream, with the most common specific 

capability among the universities being AI and/data analytics; with nine out of the 11 have these capabilities. Overall, 

it appears that the University of Warwick has the greatest range of capabilities with them having 19/20 of the specific 

capabilities identified in this report. However, what is clear from the table is the wide breadth of downstream research 

and work that is being untaken by West Midlands Universities. Table 2: Specific Capabilities of Universities conducting research 

in the Downstream industry, 202193 

  

                                                           
93 Please link on the University name to follow to the correct link. University of Birmingham. University of Warwick. Birmingham City 
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https://www.harper-adams.ac.uk/research/
https://www.keele.ac.uk/research/
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https://www.wlv.ac.uk/research/institutes-and-centres/
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University Projects, Research and Partnerships 
The downstream has a wide range of related subjects such as earth observation and connected autonomous vehicles, 

however it does also include the supportive ancillary subjects such as law and business administration. In this section 

however, the ancillary subjects have not been included, as these subjects are not outright related to the utilisation of 

data collected through space related devices made in the upstream. Therefore, this section will exhibit the projects, 

research and partnerships that some of the universities in the region have engaged with historically that hold relevance 

to the downstream space industry; and that involve the utilisation of data collected through the use of upstream 

related devices. 

University of Birmingham 
The University of Birmingham participate in or are members of a number of research centres and groups that are 

contributing towards the downstream industry, such as; 

 Space Environment and Radio Engineering (SERENE) Group- The group outlines that their primary 

research focus is the development of the Advanced Ensemble electron density (Ne) Assimilation System 

(AENeAS). AENeAS is an operational first-principles data assimilation model of the Earth’s ionosphere and 

thermosphere. It uses state-of-the-art mathematical techniques and tens of thousands of observations 

distributed all over Earth to make accurate and actionable space weather forecasts in real time94.  

The University of Birmingham has been involved in a number of downstream space industry orientated research 

projects, such as; 

 Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS) mission95- Astronomers at Birmingham are playing a leading 

role in the Transiting Exoplanet Survey Satellite (TESS), NASA’s new exoplanet and stellar astrophysics 

mission. TESS will survey the brightest stars across the sky to detect thousands of planets orbiting the 

stars, and to learn more about the stars themselves.  

 Launching Air Quality Monitoring into the 21st Century96- This project in partnership with Catapult 

Satellite Applications, aims to convert satellite observations of air pollutants and vegetation dynamics into 

products that businesses, city planners, stakeholders and other end users can use to effectively monitor 

air quality and green spaces in cities.  

 Cancer mortality risks from long-term exposure to ambient fine particle97- Particulate matter is the term 

for particles found in the air, including hydrocarbons and heavy metals produced by transportation and 

power generation, among other sources. This study focused on ambient fine particulate matter, or matter 

with an aerodynamic diameter of less than 2.5 micrometers. The researchers recruited 66,280 people 

aged 65 or older between 1998 and 2001, and followed the subjects until 2011, ascertaining causes of 

death from Hong Kong registrations. Annual concentrations of PM2.5 at their homes were estimated using 

data from satellite data and fixed-site monitors. 

                                                           
94 University of Birmingham, 2021. Access  
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 Important role of forest disturbances in the global biomass turnover and carbon sinks98- Mapping the 

causes of tree death is important because it helps scientists understand how the world’s carbon stocks – 

stored in forests – are affected by these disturbances and the frequency with which they occur. 

Researchers in the Birmingham Institute for Forest Research (BIFoR) at the University of Birmingham 

studied satellite-based observations of forest lost between 2000 and 2014, and assessed the typical time 

interval between large disturbance events across the world’s forests. 

 SWIMMR (Space Weather Instrumentation, Measurement, Modelling and Risk)99- This research, is 

funded by UK Research and Innovation and designed to deliver improved monitoring capability to the UK’s 

Met Office. As part of this programme the University of Birmingham will lead a £3.7M effort in better 

understanding the Earth’s upper atmosphere (ionosphere and thermosphere). 

University of Warwick  
The University of Warwick are members of a number of groups and research centres which conduct downstream 

related research, such as;  

 Warwick Manufacturing Group100- The Warwick Manufacturing group currently conducts research into 

Intelligent Vehicles, and one of its main priorities is research into Connected and Autonomous Vehicles 

(CAVs). Some of the project they have engaged with in this area have been to do with the reliability and 

robustness of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) in relation to intelligent vehicles. Their most 

recent research in the area is; 

o RG4CAV - Robust GNSS for Intelligent Vehicles- This project is a PhD Studentship funded by 

Spirent Communications Ltd with support from WCPRS. The RG4IV project focuses on the 

robustness of global navigation satellite systems (GNSS) from the perspective of intelligent 

vehicles. Robustness, from a CAV point of view in this project is seen as being able to withstand 

both physical and cyber challenges. The IV connectivity team role involves conducting 

measurements to test GNSS signals using a GSS 7000 signal generator provided by Spirent. WMG 

will contribute towards providing innovative solutions to the GNSS robustness which will 

subsequently aid multiple leveraging technologies101. 

o Enhanced Assured Location Simulation Leveraging Wi-Fi and GNSS for Sensor Fusion (ELWAG)- 

Funded by Innovation UK this project aimed to boost the GNSS capabilities in urban areas where 

buildings and other cityscape features interfere with the signal. However, WIFI signals exist almost 

universally within urban areas and so this project aimed to ‘fuse’ these signals with the GNSS 

signals to identify one’s location very accurately. However, for the concept of a hybrid Wi-Fi and 

GNSS system to be further developed, manufacturers need to be able to test such technology in 

a cost effective, repeatable and safe environment; and this is what the WMG can provide. The 

project did successfully deliver a Wi-Fi Access point (AP) + GNSS simulation that allowed for 
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controlled, repeatable testing, e.g. including moving vehicles, obscuration, spoofing. The product 

developed was also tested and integrated with WMG’s 3xD simulator102.  

The University of Warwick have also been involved in a number of other downstream related space industry research 

projects, such as;  

 VeGIN103- The Vegetable Genetic Improvement Network (VeGIN) was initiated with funding from Defra. 

The Network brings together research focused on key vegetable crops and encourages collaborations 

between industry and researchers to address how genetic improvement of crop varieties can contribute 

to a sustainable increase in food production to meet the twin challenges of food security and climate 

change. VeGIN brings together research on the genetic improvement of carrot, onion, leafy vegetables 

and salads. It benefits from knowledge arising from satellite projects funded by industry and other 

government funders and provide underpinning resources for such projects. 

 URBE Latam project104- mobilises citizens of ‘forgotten’ communities to use local knowledge as a data 

tool, with which they can protect each other from disaster and be heard by government. The URBE Latam 

research project is embedded in favela and barrio districts in Brazil and Colombia, mobilising ordinary 

citizens to come together to gather local data, and use it as a tool with which to protect each other against 

disasters triggered by natural hazards such as deadly landslides, as well as the economic and health crises 

caused by COVID-19. The researchers utilise high-resolution satellite images of the region, working with 

community members to produce detailed maps of housing areas that are often invisible on official maps, 

and to mark the images with real-time data on where neighbours are in the greatest need of particular 

support.  

 Enhanced Assured Location Simulator Leveraging WiFi and GNSS Sensor Fusion’ (ELWAG) project105- 

Intelligent vehicles and smart devices could gain more accurate location awareness by ‘fusing’ Global 

Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS) and WiFi signals – and a test for this is the focus of an Innovate UK 

project led by Spirent Communications and involving WMG at the University of Warwick. This project will 

seek to develop to test this pioneering hybrid WiFi and GNSS location system in a cost-effective, repeatable 

and safe environment – so that manufacturers can verify its performance. 

 

Keele University 
Keele University has also participated in downstream space industry related projects, such as; 

 Real Earth App106- The Keele team created an app called ‘Real Earth’ which uses satellite images to 

highlight the beauty of our home planet, using data provided by NASA to demonstrate the different 

ecosystems on Earth, and the environmental catastrophes faced globally. The Real Earth app aims to 

reconnect people to large-scale environmental problems that are disconnected from everyday lives by 

highlighting actions and linking to the UN’s Sustainable Development Goals.  
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Additionally, the School of Geography, Geology ant the Environment at Keele University uses GIS mapping in a number 

of research projects relying on either satellite sensors and/or land-based sensors to conduct studies, which usually 

map geographical changes; 

 The Evolution of Meanders on British Rivers using Historical Cartography- The purpose of this project 

was to track the evolution of meanders in historical British rivers. This was conducted by using a series of 

field methods, historical maps, and GIS methods, to study the evolution of a number of British rivers in 

the last 200 years107.  

 Heterogeneous changes in the surface area of lakes in the Kangerlussuaq area of southwestern 

Greenland between 1995 and 2017- This project was aimed at investigated the loss of Lake surface area 

in Kangerlussuaq, to understand the variable trends in size and number due to climate change. Therefore, 

the surface area of 186 lakes was calculated from Landsat imagery for 1995, 2002, 2015, 2016, and 2017 

to establish whether lakes in this region have changed in size during a twenty-two-year period108. 

 Red-Edge Normalised Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI705) from Sentinel-2 imagery to assess post-

fire regeneration- This study used data freely available from the European Space Agency's (ESA) Sentinel-

2 satellite to create a Red-Edge Normalised Difference Vegetation Index and combined the resulting layer 

with data from the Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) to assess topographical parameters (ie. 

slope steepness and aspect) which may have influenced the revegetation process. Additionally, weather 

data is combined with the other datasets to study revegetation dynamics109. 

 

Harper Adams University  
Have been involved in a number of downstream related projects, mainly surrounding Agri-farming, such as; 

 Farming by Satellite Prize- A number of students from Harper Adams university have won rewards at the 

Farming Satellite competition, such as; 

o 2013110- Two Harper Adams University engineering students were rewarded for their innovative 

ideas for the use of satellite technology in agriculture. The competition is an initiative of the 

European GNSS Agency in partnership with CLAAS and Bayer CropScience, and is supported by the 

NFU. First prize went to a Harper Adams student for their ‘European Farm Management 

Information System’ – an online data platform with information services for farmers. It enables 

farmers to use satellite data, weather information and forecasting models in their daily work. 

Second prize went to another Harper Adams student for their work that shows how satellite-based 

positioning can optimise the collection of hay bales from fields. His solution reduces operating 

time and saves fuel.  

o 2014111- 4 students from Harper Adams came second in the Farming by Satellite prize. They 

submitted the concept of an autonomous precision seed planting robot, known as Demeter, that 
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https://www.keele.ac.uk/gge/studyatgge/postgraduatecourses/postgraduateprojects/geographicinformationsystemsgis/theevolutionofmeanders/
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plants seeds without human supervision, uses global navigation satellite system (GNSS) input for 

navigation, and has a laser scanner to avoid obstacles. 

 Hands Free Hectare112- The university managed to successful grow a hectare of food without ever stepping 

foot into the field. The aim of the project was to assess the feasibility of using open source GNSS 

autonomous navigation systems within field agriculture. Th systems were developed by the open source 

community and utilised within the small scale unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV)/drone market, which has 

expanded rapidly in agriculture. The project intended to adapt these systems for use in infield situations, 

integrating them into existing commercial farm machinery. These adapted machines will then be used to 

autonomously sow, grow, and harvest a cereal crop without a human entering the trial area ('hands free 

hectare'). If successful, it will be the first cereal crop to be grown and cropped remotely.  

 Dionysus113- This is autonomous vineyard robot developed by Harper Adams. The robot uses thermal 

imaging sensors to detect moisture levels in grape vines. This data will then be used to inform farmers as 

to whether irrigation is required. The system is linked to a laptop running SAFAR agricultural robotic 

software, which takes readings from GPS and also a SICK laser scanner on the front of Dionysus.  

 AGRI project114- The AGRI project provides a free innovation support service to eligible SMEs within the 

Marches region who want to become more innovative or active within the Agri-tech sector. The AGRI 

project is part funded by the European Regional Development Fund and is being run in partnership 

between Harper Adams University and Aston University. Innovation Specialists from the partner 

universities will work with each company in a one-to-one capacity to understand the individual goals and 

aspirations of the business and how these fit into both existing and new markets for Agri-tech. The review 

will typically take two days and will give the project team opportunity to determine the best course of 

action and method to achieve the outlined goals of the business. There may also be further scope for 

longer term collaboration with the project team leading to development of prototypes and/or 

management processes. Some areas of expertise include sensing and light, logistics and supply chain 

management and geographical information systems.  

Harper Adams is also participating in other non-based agriculture downstream research projects, such as;  

 Synergy115- Project Synergy will introduce innovative technologies to operate connected autonomous cars 

in a platoon formation from Stockport railway station directly to the Arrivals terminal at Manchester 

Airport. Concurrently, a platoon of three pods will transit passengers to and from a car park in the airport 

to the passenger terminals. Project Synergy will facilitate inclusive accessible transport for the aged and 

the visually impaired.  

 

Aston University 
The university has participated in a number of projects which are connected to the application of space technologies, 

including; 
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 Adaptive Communications Networks Research Group116- The Group uses state-of-the-art wireless and 

mobile network system level simulators and analytic tools for advanced network architecture and 

algorithm design/optimization, and dynamic field-programmable gate array hardware to examine physical 

implementations of these principles. Much of our research relies on techniques involving the design of 

advanced algorithms for improving network efficiency and advanced digital systems for application-

specific embedded systems. Their current research topics are: 

o 4G/5G Mobile Cellular Systems and Technologies- Almost half a billion mobile devices and 

connections were added in 2016; mobile data traffic grew 18-fold over the past 5 years and is 

predicted to increase 7-fold within the next five years. There is a big gap between the capacity of 

mobile cellular networks and mobile data demands. Intensive research on the 5th generation (5G) 

cellular network architecture and technologies is undertaken to address the problem. At Aston 

are actively researching the following 4G/5G topics: 

 Resource management and scheduling for ultra-dense small cells and heterogeneous 

networks 

 Device to device communications 

 Cross-layer design for power domain and code domain non-orthogonal multiple access 

 LTE assisted access (LAA) and cognitive radio: sharing unlicensed spectrum with non-

cellular devices such as IEEE 802.11 devices. 

 Cloud radio access networks 

 Massive MIMO and millimeter wave technologies 

o Internet of Things Systems and Technologies- Internet of Things (IoT) is the inter-working of 

physical devices (such as smart meters, buildings, vehicles). With recent advances of RFID, 

embedded electronics, wireless communications, physical devices can be easily connected and 

become smarter. These devices can be sensed and controlled remotely, creating enormous 

opportunities for direct integration of physical world into cyber space. IoT provide smartness on 

many sectors, such as transportation, environment monitoring, health care, water, energy, smart 

city and smart grid. 

Staffordshire University 
Staffordshire University currently has a Centre for Smart Systems, AI and Cybersecurity117, in which they conduct 

projects which are linked to the downstream such as;  

 Smart systems- Staffordshire University create smart systems, the purpose of which is to embed 

technology into the way the world already functions. This general definition underpins many emerging 

concepts and applications including, Smart Homes, Smart Cities, Smart Grid, Smart Agriculture, to mention 

but few. All under the umbrella of a Smart World, these concepts present many opportunities for a 

sustainable world, at the same time they come with considerable challenges, especially with the emerging 
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technology of The Internet of Things, where billions of devices are expected to be connected. SSAICS 

research in Smart Systems focuses on new models and architectures for various applications and 

addresses emerging challenges. SSCAIS covers expertise in relevant areas including smart cities, IoT, 

communications, networks, Cloud/Edge computing, WSN, Robotics, Blockchain and even Games 

technologies. 

 Artificial Intelligence (AI)- Staffordshire also is involved in AI research, especially focusing on the 

deployment of AI technologies into smart systems, for enhanced decision making. Using AI to unlock 

greater potential within such things as surveillance systems, or predictive analytics or climate data. SSCAIS 

centre’s members have relevant expertise in machine learning, computational intelligence, data analytics, 

statistical methods, optimisation applied to various applications domains, including health, smart cities, 

security, engineering and video analytics.  

 Cybersecurity- The increased adoption of smart systems and digital technologies, in general, present 

everlasting security challenges. We are becoming so dependent on technology that security breaches 

proved to have detrimental effects on individuals as well as organisations. In the case of smart systems, 

imagine the effects compromising the security of a smart home or a smart hospital can have on implicated 

people and services! SSAICS research centre takes a holistic approach to cybersecurity considering tools, 

processes and people. The centre researches a wider spectrum of cybersecurity from the human factor in 

cyber safety through anomaly and intrusion detection to biologically inspired and AI based solutions for 

secure and resilient systems in different environments including Cloud/Edge networks, Smartphones and 

IoT. 

 

University of Wolverhampton  
The University of Wolverhampton has a number of institutes in which they conduct research, related to the 

downstream space industry such as; 

 Wolverhampton Cyber research institute (WCRI)118- Based on the experience and expertise within the 

group, the overarching focus for the cyber security research pillar has been set as: “Security for Critical 

National Infrastructure” Within this remit research is carried out for the following application areas: 

o Secure Healthcare 

o Secure Transport (Vehicular communication, aeronautical communications, secure satellite 

communications) 

o Secure infrastructure (smart power grids, water networks, nuclear industry, smart cities, etc.) 

Within the above-mentioned application areas, the research group will work on various security aspects like: 

Cryptographic solutions; security protocols; attack patterns and prediction; Risk assessment and quantification, Threat 

modelling; secure software engineering/software testing; secure electronics/embedded systems; and real time 

security analytics. 
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University of Worcester 
The University of Worcester has a Sustainable Environments Research Group (SERG), and one of its major areas of 

research is;  

 River Science and Unmanned Aerial Vehicle surveys- Focusing on environmental monitoring and 

assessment of river systems, the primary interest of their research and consultancy is on methods for 

measuring, mapping and monitoring the hydromorphological characteristics of rivers. They specialise in 

the use of drones (Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAVs) & Terrestrial Laser Scanners (TLS) for ultra-high-

resolution remote sensing of river morphology, river discharge and for monitoring soil erosion and 

sediment delivery to water courses. These drones then rely on the use of GPS or GNSS navigation, in order 

to track and navigate. Surveys are conducted for habitat assessment, river restoration and natural flood 

management (NFM) projects.119 

Overall, the universities in the region have been conducting a wide range of research which has been contributing to 

the growth in the downstream space industry. The majority of this research has mainly surrounded sustainability, 

whether this be sustainability in the agriculture industry, tracking global warming or the creation of sustainable CAVs 

which need GPS or GNSS to operate. However, whilst not all the universities are conducting research in the 

downstream the majority of the 12 universities have the capabilities to engage in space related research. Especially, 

in computer science, AI and data analytics and UAV and drones, which are all rapidly growing areas which are essential 

to the downstream space sector. The is also a growing number of universities participating in the development of 

CAVs, which may be related to the strong ties that the region has with the automotive industry. In conclusion, it is 

clear from this section of the report is that there is a wide range of research being conducted by the universities in the 

downstream space industry, and the region has strong capabilities in computer science and AI and data analytics which 

is essential to the industry.  
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